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About This Game

In the game you need to help survive the four characters who linger on this terrible night at work. Use individual weapons for
killing and order additional weapons and protection from the "arms dealer". You have to reflect the advancing hordes of

zombies, wave after wave. Between repelling attacks, you can replenish weapons, restore health, set up barriers, traps, and think
up tactics to repel the next attack.

Game features:
- different locations and characters

- a lot of zombies
- high rhythm game

- skeletal physics zombies
- great soundtrack

Good luck to survive! And enjoy the game!
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Title: Long Z-Night
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Steel Rat, MishGun
Publisher:
The Black Sea Pirates
Release Date: 23 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8.1

Processor: i3

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Beta Branch Patch 0.23 - Workshop Mods:
Beta Branch Note: These changes are currently available on the beta branch. The beta branch is for testing experimental
changes and for finding and fixing errors.

This is how you get access to the beta branch (USE AT YOUR OWN RISK):
Right-Click on Avorion in your Steam list, Properties -> Betas -> Select branch 'beta'.

Preamble. Patch 1.3.1:
The latest update had some issues with some anti-viruses and Steam was not initializing correctly on Linux.

This update should fix the Steam initialization error and a bug preventing you to publish a chapter without a cover, the antivirus
false positive was fixed last night with a quick hotfix.

We are very sorry for the inconvenience and hope your still having fun feeding your zombie horde!. Pirate Code 1.5.1
Released!:
This is a minor update to respond to user feedback at the beginning of the game. Most of the changes are geared toward keeping
you on track in the first chapter. Here's the list:

Tightened the ship turn radius on world map for easier controls. The ship will turn much faster, but an instant U turn is
still not possible.

Decreased cost of map locations for Haven Cove, Snake's Den and Hope island. The tutorial now forces you to purchase
the first two of these to get you started.

Increased the tutorial to cover the Map Shop, the Inventory, missions, bounties, and ship ring colors.

Challenges are now hidden until the first mission is complete.

The mouse can be used to advance the dialog

Fixed the display of cost information when selling a single item.

Fixed a bug with the fishing contest on Haven that would allow ships to start on land.

Added a "Helpful Hint" that will give advice to players in the first chapter to keep them from getting stuck. The hint
appears when arriving at an island and only appears if the game thinks you might need a little direction.

Hopefully these changes will keep players from getting lost at the starting line. If you already finished the tutorial but had
trouble it might be a good idea to start a second game just to listen to the sage advice of Swanson.
. Serious Sam VR: The First Encounter Update 328320:
Serious Sam VR: The First Encounter Update 328320 released
Here are the changes:

Serious Sam HD related:

- Werebulls will no longer rotate faster towards player after hitting them.
- Added missing DM params for weapons.
- Added missing ShottyTrouble versus map.
- Fixed bug with the final cutscene on the Great Pyramid level sometimes reverting to the Morph Room cutscene.
- Added missing destruction settings to SSHD player models.
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- Fixed SS1 cameras, so that cutscenes end when they're supposed to.

General:

- Fixed black blood bug.
- Fixed puppets speeding up on corners.
- Fixed enemy death fall sounds.
- Fixed mouse and keyboard configuration menu for split screen games.
- Added XAudio 2.8/2.9 in sound options.
- Serious Sam is now the default player model for multiplayer.
- Fixed an infinite view bug when going from spectating to playing.
- Fixed spectator camera jittering when network speed is low.
- Players will now always be able to see their own selected multiplayer character model, while everyone who doesn't have that
character model will see them as default player model (properly colored).
- Fixed Custom Weapons not working at all for clients in Multiplayer.

VR:

- Updated regular and advanced VR option menus with new options.
- Fixed crashing when weapon selection menu is activated at certain times.
- Fixed problem where player would not teleport jump if blink teleport was enabled.
- Added flat-friendly mode option in difficulty options menu.
- Implemented recoil bar for VR weapons in flat friendly mode.
- Power-up effects no longer affect the ammo counter or the sniper scope.. Launch Date and Gameplay Trailers!:
When is it releasing? How much will it be? Can I buy it now? These are the big three questions I get again and again. Well,
today is the day I can start giving answers. INVERSUS launches on August 16th for $14.99 USD. That's crazy soon and I can’t
wait to get it in your hands!

On top of that, I uploaded two new gameplay trailers! One is for versus mode and one is for arcade. Check them out on the store
page while I get back to putting the finishing touches on this game.
. New Hero, New Blocks & Progression Rework:

It’s a bumper Block N Load update today, with a new hero, new blocks, an overhauled reward and progression system and a
whole heck of a lot more.

Read on!
________________________________________
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Bounty Blocks. Alpha 0.2.1.6:
Version Alpha 0.2.1.6 is now available.

Gameplay. Technology Advancements:

Dear Generals,

Today we are bringing you more game improvements to lift our WebGL fueled rendering engine to the next level. Not only is it
looking better than ever, it also feels smoother and more performant. Because we are confident in it’s quality, the WebGL
renderer is now made the default renderer for our desktop and mobile version. We want to thank everyone for your initiative to
give feedback and report bugs. You can look forward to even more improvements in the future!

We are also happy to announce that the 25 player historical world map is playable again! The creation of this map was disabled
in the last 2 weeks due to a bug. While the bug is not yet fixed, we decided that we don’t want you to wait much longer. For that
reason we enabled a previous bug free map version, while the newest version is still in repair.
With this release we are also tackling an important activity issue of the 25 player map. Our data shows that in the past it was
hardly ever getting full, resulting in early abandoned games. For that reason this map will now be regularly created by our
automated system instead of being creatable by players. New rounds will be automatically opened once an existing one is full or
when enough time has passed. We think that this change will result in higher activity and exciting long lasting battles on this
map. We will monitor the results of this change and make a final decision once we fixed the new map version. You can look
forward to an historically even more accurate version, and a special historical event coming early next year.

Finally, here is a detailed list of this week’s improvements:

The construction and production menus now don’t occasionally jump back to the top anymore.
WebGL: We improved the visuals of province names, capital names and victory points. This will give you a better
overview and additionally improve the performance.
WebGL: We improved the visuals of the water and coasts.
WebGL: The attack timers are not hiding behind the war indicators at the province borders anymore.
WebGL: A new embarking/disembarking symbol is shown, similar to the attack timer.
WebGL: The projectiles of ranged fire were sometimes not visible anymore, we fixed this bug.
WebGL: When zooming the camera far out the ranged projectiles, resource icons, province borders and urban province
names are not displayed anymore for better overview.
WebGL: Unit images on the map have been increased when zooming out to make them more visible.
WebGL: Rocket images now show properly after launching them.
WebGL: Results of some spy actions were not visible instantly, this problem has been fixed. Also the spy symbols have
improved visibility and are no longer rendered behind province names.
WebGL: The preview flight area for airplanes is back.
WebGL: The dashed attack range preview when dragging units has been added.
WebGL: We adjusted the coloring of the unit paths for moving and attacking to give a better indication of units’ current
tasks and directions.
WebGL: Force march path colors are properly displayed again on the map.
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We hope you enjoy today’s update and keep all the feedback coming.

Your Call of War team.
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